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ABSTRACT
Context. Observations of the innermost regions of deeply embedded protostellar cores have revealed complicated physical structures
as well as a rich chemistry with the existence of complex organic molecules. The protostellar envelopes, outflow and large-scale
chemistry of Class 0 and Class I objects have been well-studied, but while previous works have hinted at or found a few Keplerian
disks at the Class 0 stage, it remains to be seen if their presence in this early stage is the norm. Likewise, while complex organics have
been detected toward some Class 0 objects, their distribution is unknown as they could reside in the hottest parts of the envelope, in
the emerging disk itself or in other components of the protostellar system, such as shocked regions related to outflows.
Aims. In this work, we aim to address two related issues regarding protostars: when rotationally supported disks form around deeply
embedded protostars and where complex organic molecules reside in such objects. We wish to observe and constrain the velocity
profile of the gas kinematics near the central protostar and determine whether Keplerian motion or an infalling-rotating collapse
under angular momentum conservation best explains the observations. The distribution of the complex organic molecules are used to
investigate whether they are associated with the hot inner envelope or a possible Keplerian disk.
Methods. We observed the deeply embedded protostar, L483, using Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) Band 7
data from Cycles 1 and 3 with a high angular resolution down to ∼ 0.1′′ (20 au) scales. We present new HCN J = 4–3, HCO+ J = 4–3,
CS J = 7–6, and H13CN J = 4–3 observations, along with a range of transitions that can be attributed to complex organics, including
lines of CH3OH, CH3OCHO, C2H5OH, NH2CHO, and other species.
Results. We find that the kinematics of CS J = 7–6 and H13CN J = 4–3 are best fitted by the velocity profile from infall under
conservation of angular momentum and not by a Keplerian profile. The only discernible velocity profile from the complex organics,
belonging to CH3OCHO, is consistent with the infall velocity profile derived from CS J = 7–6 and H13CN J = 4–3. The spatial extents
of the observed complex organics are consistent with an estimated ice sublimation radius of the envelope at ∼ 50 au, suggesting that
the complex organics exists in the hot corino of L483, where the molecules sublimate off the dust grain ice-mantles and are injected
into the gas phase.
Conclusions. We find that L483 does not harbor a Keplerian disk down to at least 15 au in radius. Instead, the innermost regions of
L483 are undergoing a rotating collapse, with the complex organics existing in a hot corino with a radius of ∼ 40–60 au. This result
highlights that some Class 0 objects contain only very small disks, or none at all, with the complex organic chemistry taking place on
scales inside the hot corino of the envelope, in a region larger than the emerging disk.
Key words. radiative transfer modeling – stars: formation – stars: protostars – ISM: individual (L483) – astrochemistry – Submil-
limeter: ISM
1. Introduction
Low-mass stars like our Sun are formed from the gravitational
collapse of a dense core within a cold molecular cloud. The in-
herent rotation of the cloud necessitates the presence of outflows
and jets in the system to transport angular momentum away and
let the central protostar grow in mass. A protostellar disk will
emerge around the growing protostar, due to the conservation of
angular momentum of material not lost from the system (Tere-
bey et al. 1984). Another angular momentum loss mechanism,
strong magnetic braking, however, can prevent a disk from being
Send offprint requests to: Steffen Kjær Jacobsen, e-mail:
skjacresearch@gmail.com
formed altogether (Garcia 2011). If a disk-like structure is able to
form, it will eventually become rotationally supported, resulting
in a Keplerian disk. Also, in the innermost, warmest part of the
envelope, a rich chemistry should take place, with the sublima-
tion of icy dust grain mantles leading to the presence of complex
organic molecules in the gas phase (e.g., Herbst & van Dishoeck
2009). These molecules may end up becoming part of the as-
sembling circumstellar disk and thus incorporated into eventual
planetary systems. It is therefore interesting to investigate the
link between the physical and chemical structures of inner en-
velopes and emerging circumstellar disks, a topic where the At-
acama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) with its
high angular resolution and sensitivity is ideally suited to make
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significant contributions. This paper presents observations down
to a radius of 10 au of the Class 0 protostar in the isolated core
Lynds 483, with the aim of studying its chemistry and using its
kinematical structure to shed light on its physical structure on
these scales.
Concerted efforts have been made over some time on
observing the innermost regions of deeply embedded protostars
in the Class 0 and Class I stage (e.g., Hogerheijde et al. 1998;
Looney et al. 2000; Jørgensen et al. 2004, 2007, 2009; Enoch
et al. 2011), revealing excess compact dust emission that
could be early disk-like structures or rotationally supported
disks. The early evolution and exact formation time of these
earliest Keplerian disks are not well-established, however, due
to the difficulty of disentangling cloud and disk emission in
interferometric observations, the low number of known Class 0
Keplerian disks and the unknown number of Class 0 objects
lacking a rotationally supported disk. With the advent of high
angular resolution interferometers such as ALMA, discovering
early, relatively small disks has become feasible. Keplerian
disks are observed around Class I objects on ∼ 100 au scales
(Brinch et al. 2007; Jørgensen et al. 2009; Harsono et al. 2014)
as well as around some Class 0 objects: for example, the
Class 0/I protostar L1527 is found to have a Keplerian disk with
a radius of 50–90 au (Tobin et al. 2012; Ohashi et al. 2014).
Also, Murillo et al. (2013) detect a disk around the Class 0
protostar VLA1623 that is rotationally supported with a Ke-
plerian profile out to at least 150 au, Lindberg et al. (2014)
report a 50 au Keplerian disk around the Class 0/I protostar
R CrA-IR7B, and Codella et al. (2014) make a tentative de-
tection of a 90 au Keplerian disk around the Class 0 protostar
HH212. On the other hand, the Class 0 object B335 is shown
to lack an observable Keplerian disk down to a radius of 10 au
(Yen et al. 2015) and continuum emission in the innermost
region of B335 is consistent with only a very small disk mass
(Evans et al. 2015). Due to the uncertain nature of some of
these Keplerian disk detections and the small sample size, more
detections of rotationally supported disks in the earliest stages,
or equivalently, non-detections and upper limits to the sizes
of disks around Class 0 objects, are needed to constrain disk
formation theories.
Concurrently with the investigation of Class 0 and I disks,
hot regions in the innermost parts of envelopes hosting low-
mass star formation have been observed. Such regions have been
linked to the formation of Complex Organic Molecules (COMs).
Called a ’hot corino’ in the case of a low-mass star, these re-
gions of hot gas, T > 90–100 K, are where the icy dust mantles
composed of different molecules sublimate and the molecules
are released into the gas phase, in which COMs and prebiotic
molecules have been discovered (e.g., Bottinelli et al. 2004; Jør-
gensen et al. 2005, 2012; Coutens et al. 2015; Taquet et al. 2015).
The presence of COMs has also been linked to the transition re-
gion between the outer infalling-rotating envelope and the cen-
trifugal barrier, i.e., the radius where the kinetic energy of the
infalling material is converted into rotational energy (Sakai et al.
2014). Accretion shocks and other heating events in this tran-
sition zone are hypothesized to induce a chemical change (e.g.,
Sakai et al. 2014; Oya et al. 2016). From an astrochemical point
of view, mapping the molecular inventory and distribution at this
early stage of the disk, or even before the disk is formed, will set
the stage for subsequent chemical evolution, all the way up to
the more complex, prebiotic molecules.
An interesting object for addressing these issues is the dense
core, Lynds 483 (L483), constituting the envelope around the
Class 0 infrared source IRAS 18148-04401. Traditionally, L483
has been associated with the Aquila Rifts region at a distance
of 200 pc (Dame & Thaddeus 1985). Recently the distance to
Aquila has been revised upward to 436±9 pc based on VLBA
and Gaia-DR2 astrometry (Ortiz-Leon et al. 2018). Yet, Gaia-
DR2 measurements of parallaxes and extinction of stars lo-
calised around L483, still suggest that the core itself is located
at a closer distance of 200–250 pc (Appendix A) and therefore
that it is isolated and not physically associated with the larger
scale cloud environment of Serpens/Aquila. We therefore adopt
the previous distance estimate of 200 pc in this paper. At this
distance, the bolometric luminosity of L483 is 10–14 L (Ladd
et al. 1991; Tafalla et al. 2000) making it one of the more lumi-
nous solar-type protostars and a good target for chemical studies.
L483 drives a well-collimated bipolar CO outflow (Parker
1988; Parker et al. 1991; Fuller et al. 1995; Bontemps et al. 1996;
Hatchell et al. 1999). Also, it is associated with a variable H2O
maser (Xiang & Turner 1995) and shocked H2 emission, which is
suggested to originate from the head and edges of the jet where it
interacts with ambient molecular gas (Fuller et al. 1995). Chap-
man et al. (2013) find the position angle of a suggested magnetic
pseudodisk to be 36◦ based on 4.5 µm Spitzer imaging, while the
outflow position angle is estimated at 105◦, based on the shocked
H2 emission. Fuller et al. (1995) found the outflow inclination of
L483 to be 40◦ based on 2.22 µm imaging, while analysis by Oya
et al. (2018) of the CS and CCH line emission associated with
the outflows found the outflow inclination angle to be between
75◦ and 90◦, that is, nearly perpendicular to the line-of-sight.
In terms of its spectral energy distribution (SED) and envelope
mass (4.4 M; Jørgensen 2004) L483 appears as a deeply em-
bedded Class 0 protostar. However, Tafalla et al. (2000) find that
its bipolar outflow has characteristics seen in both Class 0 and
Class I objects, and therefore propose that L483 is in transition
from Class 0 to Class I.
Shirley et al. (2000) made 450 µm and 850 µm contin-
uum maps of L483 with SCUBA at the JCMT, revealing its
elongated continuum emission in the outflow direction, likely
the outer parts of the envelope being swept up by the out-
flowing material. Jørgensen (2004) find that the velocity gradi-
ents in HCN, CS, and N2H+ around the source are perpendicu-
lar to its outflows, indicative of a large-scale, infalling-rotating
envelope, with the velocity vector being consistent with rota-
tion around a central object of ∼1 M. Curiously, the inter-
ferometric flux of L483 is consistent with envelope-only emis-
sion and does not require a central compact emission source
(Jørgensen et al. 2007, 2009; Jørgensen 2004). Oya et al. (2017)
use a rotating collapse ballistic model and find that a 0.1–0.2
M central protostar with a collapsing-rotating envelope with a
centrifugal barrier radius (where the barrier radius is half of the
centrifugal radius) of 30–200 au, assuming an inclination an-
gle of 80◦, can roughly explain the observed CS, SO, HNCO,
NH2CHO, and HCOOCH3 lines. Oya et al. (2017) suggest that
some molecular species observed towards L483 may be in a
Keplerian disk, very near the protostar, but it remains unclear
whether the COMs are more directly linked to a Keplerian disk
or to a hot corino region, which may not contain a Keplerian
disk.
In this work, we use high angular resolution from ALMA
Cycles 1 and 3 to image the distribution of COMs as well as to
probe the kinematics of the innermost regions down to a radius
of ∼ 10 au. These data enable us to improve our understanding of
1 In the literature both the core and the infrared source are referred to
as L483, which we follow for the remainder of the paper
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disk formation and the early astrochemistry of low-mass proto-
stars. This paper is structured as follows: First, the observations
are described in Section 2, while the results are presented in Sec-
tion 3. An analysis of the inner region kinematics is presented,
first for H13CN J = 4–3 and CS J = 7–6, in Section 4.1, and
then for the observed COMs, together with an analysis of the
dust temperature profile of the innermost region using a simple
dust density model, in Section 4.2. Our results and analysis are
discussed in Section 5 and the conclusions in Section 6.
2. Observations
L483 was observed on the nights of 2013 June 1, 2013 June 19,
2013 November 2, and 2013 November 3 in ALMA Band 7
as part of Cycle 1 observations (PI. N. J. Evans II, projec-
tid: 2012.1.00346.S) and on 2016 August 31, 2016 Septem-
ber 7, and 2016 September 9 in ALMA Band 7 as part
of ALMA Cycle 3 observations (PI: J. K. Jørgensen, pro-
jectid: 2015.1.00377.S). Both observations were centered on
α2000=18h17m29.90s, δ2000=-04◦39′39.50′′, with total integra-
tion times of 1.8 hours and 3.6 hours for Cycle 1 and Cycle 3,
respectively. The Cycle 1 observations used 44 12-m antennas,
with baselines in the range of 20–600 kλ, while the Cycle 3 ob-
servations used either 38 or 39 12-m antennas with baselines in
the range of 15–1800 kλ.
For Cycle 1, L483 was observed on 2013 June 01 with
J1733–1304 as the phase and flux calibrator and J1924-2914
as the bandpass calibrator. For 2013 June 19, J1733-1304 was
the phase, flux, and bandpass calibrator. For 2013 November
2 and 3, J1733–1304 was the phase calibrator and J1924–2914
was the flux and bandpass calibrator. For Cycle 3, L483 was ob-
served on 2016 August 31 with J1924-2914 as the bandpass and
flux calibrator, and J1743-0350 as the phase calibrator. For 2016
September 7 and 9, J1751+0939 was the bandpass calibrator,
while J1733-1304 was the flux calibrator, and J1743-0350 was
the phase calibrator. Both Cycle 1 and 3 data were calibrated us-
ing CASA v. 4.7. Before combination of the datasets, the Cycle 1
data were binned down with 4 channels in each bin to match the
Cycle 3 channel width, as the Cycle 1 observations had higher
spectral resolution than those of Cycle 3. Also, the Cycle 3 data
were trimmed at the spectral window edges, to match the Cycle 1
bandwidth (see Table 1 for spectral window details).
Phase self-calibration was also performed on the continuum
channels in each dataset before combination. After concatena-
tion of the Cycles 1 and 3 data, the continuum was constructed
using line-free channels and subtracted from the line emission
cubes. After primary beam correction, both line emission chan-
nel images and the 857 µm continuum image were created with
the clean algorithm using Briggs weighting with a robust pa-
rameter of 0.5, to get a good trade-off between sensitivity and
angular resolution.
An 857 µm continuum image and line emission cubes were
also constructed using phase self-calibrated Cycle 3 data alone,
to investigate the spectrum of the broader bandwidth in the Cy-
cle 3 observations, and to investigate the spatial distribution of
COMs on the smallest scales (Table 1).
3. Results
Fig. 1 shows the combined dust continuum image at 857 µm, re-
vealing concentrated emission with a deconvolved 2D Gaussian
fit of 0.36′′×0.20′′ at a position angle of 104◦. The dust is elon-
gated in the East-West direction, possibly caused by the outflows
Fig. 1: Cycles 1 and 3 combined dataset continuum emission at
857 µm in logscale. The coordinates are centered on the con-
tinuum center at α2000=18h17m29.942s, δ2000=-04◦39′39.597′′.
Contours are spaced logarithmically between 5–100 % of the
peak emission, in 12 steps. The box marks the region used for
the continuum analysis in Section 4.2.
dragging material with it outwards. We estimate the integrated
deconvolved dust continuum of the combined Cycle 1+3 dataset
at 857 µm (Fig. 1) to be 68.6 ± 4.4 mJy, while the Cycle 3-
only continuum image has a deconvolved size of 0.16′′ × 0.13′′,
with a position angle of 156◦ and an integrated flux density of
53.7 ± 3.5 mJy. These value are fairly close to the SMA 0.8 mm
integrated flux density (Jørgensen et al. 2007) of 97 mJy (point
source fit with baselines longer than 40 kλ), but lower than a cir-
cular fit to the SMA continuum visibilities (integrated flux of 0.2
Jy) an indication that the ALMA observations filter out some of
the larger-scale emission.
Fig. 2 shows emission from the four major molecule tran-
sitions in the observed spectral windows, H13CN J = 4–3,
HCN J = 4–3, CS J = 7–6, and HCO+ J = 4–3. Beyond compact
emission coincident with the continuum source, each shows an
extra emission component South-East of the disk itself (Fig. 2),
which we interpret as the inner domain of the eastward part of the
known bipolar outflow. A velocity gradient in the North-South
direction is also observed in the four major emission lines.
Fig. 3 shows PV diagrams of H13CN J = 4–3, HCN J = 4–
3, CS J = 7–6, and HCO+ J = 4–3. Each was produced along
the velocity vector using PVEXTRACTOR, with a path width of
0.05′′, where the offset is defined by the distance to the rota-
tion axis (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). The PV diagrams show that only
H13CN J = 4–3 lacks extended structures and that HCN J = 4–3
and HCO+ J = 4–3 are heavily absorbed near the rest veloc-
ity, which is also seen in the observations of the entire envelope.
All molecule transitions show asymmetric lines, with redshifted
emission of higher intensity than the blueshifted emission.
Oya et al. (2017) observed a compact component with a
broad velocity width of v = ± 6 km s−1 in CS J = 5–4, which
we observe as well in our CS J = 7–6 emission. While ab-
sorption against the continuum is observed near the rest veloc-
ity in HCO+ J = 4–3 and HCN J = 4–3 (Fig. 6), it is not sig-
nificantly redshifted as expected for infalling material. The ab-
sorption we do see is likely caused by resolving out large-scale
Article number, page 3 of 19
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Table 1: Observational spectral windows.
ID Frequency range [GHz] rms [mJy] Channelwidth [MHz] Synthesized beam
Combined Cycle 1 and 3 data
0 342.766 – 343.000 6 0.244 0.36′′ × 0.26′′
1 345.215 – 345.450 5 0.244 0.28′′ × 0.21′′
2 354.379 – 354.613 6 0.244 0.36′′ × 0.26′′
3 356.611 – 356.845 7 0.244 0.30′′ × 0.20′′
Cycle 3
0 342.757 – 343.000 4 0.244 0.13′′ × 0.11′′
1 345.097 – 345.565 3 0.244 0.14′′ × 0.13′′
2 354.261 – 354.730 4 0.244 0.13′′ × 0.13′′
3 356.490 – 356.958 4 0.244 0.13′′ × 0.13′′
Frequency corresponds to vlsr = 0 km s−1. The rms is given as the typical rms in flux beam−1 in the channels.
emission, due to a lack of shorter baselines. While redshifted ab-
sorption is seen towards similar Class 0 objects, such as B335
(Evans et al. 2015), L483 has an elongated structure, with out-
flows at an inclination of 75–90◦ and the kinematics of the in-
nermost region, where we have extracted our spectrum, are also
dominated by rotational motion, not free-fall (Fig. 2). This com-
plex geometry and the kinematics may explain why the inverse P
Cygni profile with redshifted absorption against the continuum,
expected for a spherical collapse, is not present in L483.
3.1. Other lines and their identification
In addition to the four main species (HCN, H13CN, CS, and
HCO+) targeted as part of this program, a multitude of emission
lines are found, belonging to a range of COMs, shown in Fig. 6
along with their synthetic line spectra. We investigated COMs
in the Cycle 3 spectra only, due to its larger frequency range.
Identifying these fainter transitions in the spectra requires care-
ful comparison to spectroscopic catalogs, modeling the emission
from known species, and comparison to other surveys. To do this
we calculate synthetic spectra for possible molecules and com-
pared those to the data: for a given molecule the spectra are pre-
dicted under the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium
given assumptions of the column density, excitation temperature,
systemic velocity, line width and source size. Typically besides
the main (very optically thick) lines the three latter parameters
can be fixed for all lines and species leaving the column densities
to be constrained.
To decide which molecules to assign we compared our L483
data directly to those from the ALMA Protostellar Interfero-
metric Line Survey (PILS) of the low-mass Class 0 protostel-
lar binary IRAS 16293-2422 (Jørgensen et al. 2016). We used
the spectrum from the B component of the protostellar bi-
nary (IRAS16293B in the following). Specifically, in that sur-
vey more than 10,000 separate features can be identified to-
ward IRAS16293B in a frequency range between 329 GHz and
363 GHz. With the large frequency coverage in the PILS data
many species can be well-identified and the column densities
and excitation temperatures constrained. Given our smaller fre-
quency coverage in the observations of L483 the assignments
would in their own right only be tentative and the inferred col-
umn densities mainly a sanity check that the assignments are
plausible. The general agreement with the identifications in the
IRAS16293B data strengthens this case, however. Table B.2 lists
the assigned transitions, while Table 2 gives the inferred column
densities for L483 and IRAS16293B.
For most species, we do not have a sufficient number of
transitions to constrain the excitation temperature, except for
CH2DOH (deuterated methanol) and CH3OCHO (methyl for-
mate). For the former, an excitation temperature of 100 ±
25 K reproduces the relative line strengths, while the lines
of CH3OCHO are slightly better fitted with a higher excita-
tion temperature of 300 K. This situation is similar to that of
IRAS16293B where a number of species, including methyl for-
mate, with binding energies of 5000–7000 K are best fitted with
a high excitation temperature of a few hundred K, while other
species require a lower excitation temperature of about 100 K.
Toward IRAS16293B, optically thin transitions of methanol is
also best fitted with an excitation temperature of 300 K, but to-
ward that source a colder component is also present as witnessed
by extended emission in a number of lower excited transitions as
well as the low temperatures of highly optically thick transitions.
Toward L483, a number of the stronger lines of CH2DOH with
low upper energy levels (∼ 100 K) are marginally optically thick
with τ of 0.1–0.5. Thus, it is plausible that a still higher tem-
perature component with a high column density may be present
on even smaller scales, not traced by the lines identified here.
Contrary to the methanol isotopologue transitions, most of the
methyl formate lines have low opacities of 0.01–0.05, and thus
are very likely sampling the most compact, high column density
material. Also, it should be noted that the inferred column den-
sities are only weakly dependent on the exact excitation temper-
ature, changing by less than 10–20% with temperatures varying
from about 100 K to 300 K. For the purpose of this paper, these
uncertainties are less critical.
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Fig. 2: Moment 0 and 1 maps of H13CN J = 4–3, CS J = 7–6, HCN J = 4–3, and HCO+ J = 4–3. Moment 0 maps are in
green contours, overlaid on the moment 1 maps. The moment 0 map contours are spaced logarithmically between 5–100 % of the
peak emission, in 10 steps. The peak emissions are 0.94, 1.2, 1.2, and 0.69 Jy Beam−1 km s−1 for H13CN J = 4–3, CS J = 7–6,
HCN J = 4–3, and HCO+ J = 4–3, respectively. The mean rms is 0.22 Jy Beam−1 km s−1. All the data shown in this figure are from
the combined dataset.
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Fig. 3: PV diagrams of H13CN J = 4–3, CS J = 7–6, HCN J = 4–3, and HCO+ J = 4–3, using vlsr = 6.0 km s−1. Contours are
spaced linearly between 5–100 % of the peak emission, in five steps. The PV diagrams are made along the direction of the velocity
vector and the offset is the distance to the rotation axis (Fig. 4). The emission center, as defined in Section 4, is the intersection of
the rotation axis and velocity vector. vlsr = 6.0 km s−1, derived in Section 4, matches the H13CN J = 4–3 emission well, while the
large-scale emission seen in HCN J = 4–3 , CS J = 7–6 , and HCO+ J = 4–3 are better matched by 5.5 km−1 (Hatchell et al. 1999).
All the data shown in this figure are from the combined dataset.
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Fig. 4: H13CN J = 4–3 imfit datapoints superimposed on the H13CN J = 4–3 moment 1 map, green and orange points indicat-
ing blue- and redshifted channels, respectively. The width and height of the data symbols indicate the 1σ uncertainty of the peak
position calculated by imfit. Green and black contours show the H13CN J = 4–3 moment 0 map and 857 µm continuum emis-
sion, respectively, both spaced logarithmically between 5–100 % of the peak emission, in 10 steps. The inferred rotation axis of
H13CN J = 4–3 is shown as a gray dashed line and the velocity gradient vector as a brown dashed line. The emission center is the
intersection between the rotation axis and the velocity vector. The black dashed box indicate the region used for the imfit routine
and also shows the region from which the spectra in Fig. 6 were extracted. All the data shown in this figure are from the Cycle 3
dataset.
Fig. 5: CS J = 7–6 imfit datapoints superimposed on the CS J = 7–6 moment 1 map. Green and orange points indicates blue-
and redshifted channels, respectively. The width and height of the data symbols indicate the 1σ uncertainty of the peak position
calculated by imfit. Green and black contours show the CS J = 7–6 moment 0 map and 857 µm continuum emission, respectively,
both spaced logarithmically between 5–100 % of the peak emission, in 10 steps. The velocity vector (brown) and rotation axis (grey)
was not fitted to the CS J = 7–6 data, but to H13CN J = 4–3 instead, in order for the data from the two molecule transitions to be
compared in the distance-velocity plot in Fig. 8. The black dashed box indicates the region used for the imfit routine and also
shows the region from which the spectra in Fig. 6 were extracted. All the data shown in this figure are from the Cycle 3 dataset.
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(a) Spectral window centered on H13CN J = 4–3. (b) Spectral window centered on HCN J = 4–3.
(c) Spectral window centered on CS J= 7–6. (d) Spectral window centered on HCO+ J = 4–3.
Fig. 6: Cycle 3 spectral windows centered on H13CN J = 4–3, HCN J = 4–3, CS J = 7–6, and HCO+ J = 4–3. The main transition
of the spectral window is shown as a dotted line, assuming vlsr = 5.4 km s−1. The line model fits are overlaid in colored lines
(red = CH2DOH, blue = CH3OCHO, purple = C2H5OH, pink = CH3SH, green = all other species), while the observed spectrum
is in gray. The top frames show the corresponding IRAS16293B spectrum. The region from which the spectra was extracted can be
seen in Fig. 4 and 5.
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We constructed moment 0 and 1 maps of each individual
identified COM transition in Fig. 7, integrating all emission
within ± 7 km s−1 based on Fig. 8. A range of COM molecules
demonstrate line emission with clear velocity gradients similar
to those seen in the four main species. Deconvolved 2D Gaus-
sian fits to the moment 0 maps of the selected COMs reveal that
most molecules are extended compared to the continuum peak
with deconvolved sizes of approximately 0.2–0.3′′ (40–60 au).
3.2. Comments about individual species/transitions
Methanol (CH3OH) is the most prominent organic molecule
identified on small scales towards solar-type protostars with dif-
ferent rarer isotopologues typically possible for identification.
In our frequency range, the main lines of CH3OH are of the
two isotopologues, 13CH3OH and CH2DOH. CH2DOH, in par-
ticular, has six transitions in the HCO+ spectral window and
cover two others in the H13CN and CS windows with three sep-
arate transitions of 13CH3OH. In the HCO+ window, a promi-
nent feature is seen at 356.625 GHz. The best option for this
line is a set of relatively highly excited transitions of the main
isotopologue of methanol (CH3OH 23−4 − 22−5). For the de-
rived column density of 13CH3OH, these transitions should in-
deed be present at a temperature of 100 K taking into account
the standard 12C:13C ratio of 68 (Milam et al. 2005). A simi-
lar highly excited CH3OH transition at 356.875 GHz is blended
with a transition of 13CH3OH. Methyl mercaptan (CH3SH) at
356.627 GHz (Eu = 136 K; log10 Aul = −4.0 [s−1]) could also
contribute to this feature. However, unless its excitation would
be very peculiar, one would then also expect to see CH3SH tran-
sitions at 354.372 GHz (Eu = 147 K; log10 Aul = 3.4 [s
−1]) and
354.643 GHz (Eu = 146 K; log10 Aul = −3.4 [s−1]) in the HCN
window with approximately the same strengths. CH3SH is in-
deed detected toward IRAS16293B (Drozdovskaya et al. 2018)
in the PILS data with the three transitions at 356.625, 354.372,
and 354.643 GHz all clearly seen. As the latter two do not show
up toward L483 it appears that CH3SH does not contribute at this
level.
A few isolated transitions can be assigned to individual
species with an assumed excitation temperature of 100 K.
These include CH3OCH3, C2H5OH, NH2CHO, SO2, H2CS,
and HC3N. Of these species, the relatively common gas phase
molecules, H2CS, SO2, and HC3N, are found to be relatively
more abundant toward L483 than the complex organics. For the
other species, the inferred column densities are in agreement
with those toward IRAS16293B, lending credibility to their as-
signments.
A few features remain problematic to assign. For example,
one feature at 356.52 GHz in the HCO+ window could be at-
tributed to a few different species, including ethylene glycol and
acetone, but these species would have transitions visible in other
spectral windows. In the PILS data, a feature is also seen at this
frequency, which is also not easily assigned to any of the tabu-
lated species.
In the HCN window, the feature at 354.458 GHz is some-
what puzzling. By itself, it could be attributed to acetalde-
hyde (CH3CHO) but this species has a similar transition at
354.525 GHz that should be equally strong and in the PILS data
the two transitions in fact show up in this way. This behavior is
noteworthy as acetaldehyde otherwise is considered one of the
most easily identifiable of the complex organics, but in our data
it can thus only be tentatively identified.
In the H13CN window, the feature around 345.285 GHz re-
mains unassigned. It could be attributed to cyanamide (NH2CN)
at 345.2869 GHz (Eu = 138 K; log10 Aul = −4.1 [s−1]),
which would be an excellent fit and was recently identified
in the PILS data by Coutens et al. (2018). To reproduce the
observed line strength, however, a cyanamide to formamide
(NH2CN/NH2CHO) ratio of 20 would be required, whereas all
other interferometric measurements, as well as models, have for-
mamide being more abundant than cyanamide by an order of
magnitude or more. More likely, there remains an issue with
spectroscopic predictions for line intensities. For example, two
transitions are seen in PILS data at the same frequencies that
are unassigned: one is likely CH2DOH (345.2842 GHz) and the
other C2H5OH (345.2877 GHz). However, the B- and C-type
transitions of deuterated methanol are known to be problematic
and previously some issues have been identified for C2H5OH as
well (Müller et al. 2016). For the feature at 356.546 GHz, the
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best assignment would be of ethyl cyanide (CH3CH2CN). This
species does have a relatively bright transition in the HCN win-
dow at 354.477 GHz, but due to blending with the HCN transi-
tion itself it is not possible to see whether this transition is in-
deed present. Another CH3CH2CN transition is near the HCO+
window at 356.960 GHz, but falls just outside of our frequency
coverage. If the transition indeed could be solely attributed to
CH3CH2CN, it would be more abundant by an order of magni-
tude relative to C2H5OH than what is seen toward IRAS16293B
(Calcutt et al. 2018). Clearly, more transitions are needed to be
observed of these species for reliable assignments and column
densities.
4. Analysis
4.1. Kinematics
To determine whether or not a Keplerian disk is present in L483,
we investigated the kinematics of the gas motions in the inner
30 au of L483. For this purpose, we fit the position of the peak
emission in each spectral cube channel, using the 2D Gaussian
fit routine, CASA imfit. H13CN J = 4–3 and CS J = 7–6, which
both show signs of a rotation profile perpendicular to the outflow
direction, were fit, while we do not consider HCN J = 4–3 and
HCO+ J = 4–3 as these transitions are heavily influenced by the
East-West outflow (Fig. 2). We do not attempt to constrain the
velocity structure in the outflow directions, in this work. While
CS J = 7–6 does contain extended emission, the imfit results
near the continuum center in Fig. 5 show a clear velocity pro-
file not visibly affected by the outflows in the image maps. For
this reason we include CS J = 7–6 in our kinematic analysis.
We further defined a box around the central emission as input to
imfit to circumvent the large-scale emission seen in the South-
East direction (Fig. 2) of H13CN J = 4–3 and CS J = 7–6. This
box region can be seen in Fig. 4.
For the two transitions, the imfit data points are mostly
found in two “clusters”, with each cluster corresponding to blue-
and red-shifted emission, respectively (see Fig. 4 and 5). We
made a weighted linear regression fit to these clusters of data,
which defines the velocity vector, and took the weighted aver-
age declination coordinate of each of the two data clusters as
input to the inverse velocity vector function to define the av-
erage right ascension coordinate. The midpoint between these
two representative points of the data clusters was taken as the
emission center, determined to be α2000=18h17m29.943±0.001s,
δ2000=-04◦39′39′′.595 ± 0.012′′.
The rotation axis was then defined as being normal to the
velocity vector, intersecting the emission center, see Fig. 4. We
defined the velocity vector, rotation axis, and emission center
using H13CN J = 4–3 data and applied it to CS J = 7–6, as
H13CN J = 4–3 has more datapoints. The rest velocity for L483
was estimated to be 6.0 km s−1, using the H13CN J = 4–3
and CS J = 7–6 emission, under the criterion that the red- and
blueshifted datapoints should be symmetric in a distance vs. ve-
locity plot, see Fig. 8. This is done under the assumption of opti-
cally thin emission. This rest velocity is used as the reference for
the velocity offset of the imfit data points, while the data point
distance from the rotation axis was taken as the offset distance.
The imfit data points were then converted into (radius, ve-
locity) points and used in a reduced χ2 fit of two different ve-
locity profiles; a Keplerian velocity profile, v =
√
GM∗/r, where
G is the gravitational constant and M∗ is the central mass, and
the velocity profile of infall with conservation of angular mo-
mentum, vφr = vφ,0r0, where vφ,0 and r0 is the start velocity and
starting distance, respectively, of the collapsing material. r0 can
be interpreted as the starting position of the given material in the
cloud, at the time when the collapse started. Such an infall sce-
nario will have vφ ∝ r−1, a velocity profile previously used to
estimate the kinematics of a disk or disk-like structure around
Class 0/I objects (e.g., see Lindberg et al. 2014). For the Keple-
rian profile, we used a central mass range of 0.01-1.5 M and
2.8× 105 uniform steps in the specific angular momentum range
for the infall velocity profile of 104 – 1.5×105 m2 s−1, to find
the best fit. The central mass parameter presents M∗sini, where
i is the system inclination, since we only observe radial veloci-
ties. Using an inclination between 75–90◦ (Oya et al. 2018), we
can in principle extract an estimate of the true stellar mass from
the best fit central stellar mass. However, the paramount goal is
to distinguish between the two velocity profiles, not to obtain a
precise measure of the stellar mass.
We combined the H13CN J = 4–3 and CS J = 7–6 data
into a single dataset, and performed a reduced χ2 fit in the ve-
locity regime. We excluded the lowest velocities as these are
affected by the small extent of the H13CN gas line emission
(∼ 20 au radius), causing the lower velocities to be dominated
by low-velocity gas toward the emission center, arising from pro-
jected gas velocities coming from the edge of the observed gas
emission region. These low radial velocities appear at low pro-
jected distances, while the true distance to the protostar is un-
known. As such, the emission seen at low projected distances in
Fig. 8 for v < 4.5 km s−1, likely arise from larger actual distances
to the protostar. Moreover, emission at these low velocities could
include emission from the other disk-half, as thermally broad-
ened lines from the other disk-half are convolved with the rel-
atively large beam, drawing the imfit results towards a lower
offset distance. We also excluded higher velocities, where the
CS J = 7-6 imfit results become noisy. The cause of this noise
is unknown, but it could be an effect of high-velocity outflowing
material. The difference in the spatial extents of the observed
CS and H13CN datapoints and the spatial disparity illustrated in
Fig. 2, are likely related to the lower critical density of CS rela-
tive to HCN (Evans 1999).
This approach of using the emission peak position in each
channel to constrain the gas kinematics, is only exactly valid
when each emission component comes from a single position.
If this is a poor approximation of the true velocity structure
in each velocity component, then systematic uncertainties will
be introduced. However, given the systematic and concentrated
peak emission positions of the gas line emission velocity com-
ponents of CS J = 7–6 and H13CN J = 4–3 in Fig. 4 and 5,
this approach should be meaningful without severe systematic
uncertainties.
We used both the combined dataset and Cycle 3 data alone
in the reduced χ2 fit, as the imfit result precision is affected
negatively by the larger rms and beam in the combined dataset.
The Cycle 3 data have more precise imfit data points, due to
their higher angular resolution of ∼ 0.13′′ × 0.13′′ and lower
rms, while missing the shorter baselines of the combined Cy-
cle 1 and 3 data. Consequently, spatial filtering is seen in the
Cycle 3-only continuum emission in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 when com-
pared to the Cycle 1+3 continuum emission in Fig. 1, even after
taking into account the different beam-sizes. Fig. 8 shows that,
using Cycle 3–only data, the infall profile is strongly favored by
the reduced χ2 fit, with χ2red = 0.84, while the Keplerian fit has
χ2red = 11.6. Using the combined dataset gave the same con-
clusion: the infall profile is heavily favored, with χ2red better by
more than a factor of five. This result suggests that the observed
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Table 2: Inferred column densities and fractional abundances relative to CH3OH for the species identified toward L483 and compared
to the one beam offset position from IRAS16293B (Jørgensen et al. 2016).
Species Column density [cm−2] [X/CH3OH]
L483 IRAS16293B L483 IRAS16293B
Methanol CH3OH 1.7 × 1019 1.0×1019 1 1
13CH3OH 2.5 × 1017 1.5×1017 1.5×10−2 1.5×10−2
CH2DOH 4.0 × 1017 7.1×1017 2.4×10−2 7.1×10−2
Dimethyl ether CH3OCH3 8.0 × 1016 2.4×1017 4.7×10−3 2.4×10−2
Methyl formate CH3OCHO 1.3 × 1017 2.6×1017 7.6×10−3 2.6×10−2
Ethanol C2H5OH 1.0 × 1017 2.3×1017 5.9×10−3 2.3×10−2
Acetaldehyde CH3CHO 8.0 × 1016 1.2×1017 4.7×10−3 1.2×10−2
Formamide NH2CHO 1.0 × 1016 1.2×1016 5.9×10−4 1.2×10−3
Cyanopolyyne HC3N 5.0 × 1017 1.8×1014 2.9×10−2 1.8×10−5
Thioformaldehyde H2CS 2.0 × 1016 1.5×1015 1.2×10−3 1.5×10−4
Sulfur-dioxide SO2 1.0 × 1017 1.5×1015 5.9×10−3 1.5×10−4
line emission is not from gas in a rotationally supported disk,
but rather from gas in an infalling-rotating structure. While the
CS J = 7–6 emission enabled the kinematic analysis to be ex-
tended to larger radii, concerns exists whether or not it could
be influenced by the outflows, as extended CS J = 7–6 is seen
in the moment maps in Fig. 2. For this reason, a reduced χ2 fit
was also made on the combined and Cycle 3 data using only
H13CN J = 4–3 emission data. The conclusion remain the same,
with infall favored for both the combined dataset and Cycle 3-
only data. In the event that a Keplerian disk exists, we would
expect a transition between an infalling velocity profile and a
Keplerian velocity profile, at the disk edge. We do see a tenta-
tive change in the redshifted H13CN J = 4–3 imfit data near
5.8 km s−1, at ∼ 15 au, so we performed an independent fit to
H13CN J = 4–3 Cycle 3 data above this velocity, seen in Fig. 8.
The reduced χ2 fit slightly favored a Keplerian velocity profile
with χ2red=0.71 vs. an infall velocity profile with χ
2
red=0.85. How-
ever, we cannot conclude the presence of a Keplerian disk with
a radius of 15 au, since the data is too noisy and sparse, and
since an infall velocity profile could fit the data as well. The ab-
sence of a Keplerian disk down to at least 15 au is consistent with
the analysis of the submillimeter continuum emission toward the
source (Jørgensen 2004; Jørgensen et al. 2007, 2009) where the
interferometric flux of L483 was consistent with envelope-only
emission and did not need a central compact emission source.
4.2. Dust temperature profile and the distribution of COMs
In order to investigate the dust temperature profile of L483 on
small scales, we used the density solution to an infalling-rotating
collapse (Terebey et al. 1984), with an example centrifugal ra-
dius of 60 au (consistent with the conclusions of Oya et al. 2017).
For an initial total dust mass guess, we performed a 2D Gaussian
fit on the 857 µm emission (Fig. 1), extracted from a box around
the elongated emission structure and found a deconvolved size of
0.36′′ × 0.20′′. The box was chosen to avoid the elongated emis-
sion in the East-West direction, and instead focus on the inner
60–80 au, where the bulk emission is present. We approximate
the deconvolved fit to a circular region, with an extent of 0.28′′,
i.e., we approximate the observed dust continuum to a spherical
model of 56 au radius. While the 857 µm dust continuum traces
material swept up in the outflow structure, we do not attempt to
model the outflow or outflow cavities. Using the available SED
data (Table B.1), we integrated the SED and estimate the bolo-
metric luminosity to be 10.5 L, comparable with previous lumi-
nosity estimations of 9 L (Jørgensen et al. 2002) and 13 ± 2 L
(Shirley et al. 2000).
The total dust mass is given by
M =
S νd2
κνBν(T )
, (1)
where S ν is the total source flux, d is the distance, κν is the
dust opacity, and Bν(T ) is the spectral radiance. Both κν and
Bν(T ) depend on the temperature field as the mean dust opac-
ity κν will be a mixture of dust with and without ice-mantles
due to sublimation caused by heating from the central pro-
tostar. We used bare-grain and thin ice-mantle opacities from
Ossenkopf & Henning (1994), corresponding to coagulated dust
grains in an environment with a gas number density of 106 cm−3.
We used initial guesses of Tav = 100 K, the mean dust tempera-
ture of all dust, both with and without ice mantles, within 56 au,
and a dust population ratio between icy-dust and bare-grain dust
of 0.5, also within 56 au, to get an initial estimate of the total
dust mass, in the innermost region of L483, using Eq. 1.
With a dust mass estimate as input, we used RADMC-3D, a 3D
Monte Carlo radiative transfer code (Dullemond et al. 2012), to
determine the dust temperature, which led to a new mass estima-
tion, as Tav and κν change (Eq. 1). The updated mass in turn led
to a different temperature distribution, which again affects our
estimate of κν and Tav. After a few iterations, we had a stable es-
timate of all parameters, with Tav=125 K from visual inspection
of the temperature distribution within 56 au (Fig. 9). Almost all
the dust within 56 au has temperatures above 90–100 K, leading
us to adopt bare-grain dust opacities exclusively, as the water-ice
mantle sublimates at these temperatures (Sandford & Allaman-
dola 1993). The final temperature profile can be seen in Fig. 9
and we estimate the total mass (dust + gas) in the inner region to
be 8.8 × 10−4 M, using a gas-to-dust mass ratio of 100. While
the exact temperature distribution and derived total mass using
Eq. 1 is dependent on the used dust density model and its param-
eters, we have used a dust density model consistent with both
our observed kinematics (the gas kinematics of the model has a
vφ ∝ r−1 profile) and the earlier research of Oya et al. (2017). We
also re-performed the continuum analysis and radiative transfer
modeling using opacities of bare-grains coagulated with higher
gas number densities of 107 and 108 cm−3, which showed a con-
sistent, but minor drop in sublimation radius as the ambient gas
density of the coagulated bare-grain opacities increased. The 44-
52 au sublimation radius of the 106 cm−3 gas density model is
decreased to a 41-49 au sublimation radius in the 108 cm−3 gas
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Fig. 7: Moment 0 and 1 maps of observed COMs (Table B.2). Moment 0 maps are in green contours, overlaid on the moment 1
map. The Cycle 3 857 µm dust continuum image is shown in the lower right frame, in gray contours, and the beamsize of the dust
continuum observation is shown in the lower left corner of the same frame. Both dust continuum and the moment 0 map contours
are spaced logarithmically between 5–100 % of the peak emission, in 10 steps. The first two panels show the unblended lines of
CH3OH and CH3OCHO, while the remainder are blended to different degrees. The beamsizes of the molecule observations are
shown in the lower right corner of each frame. The peak flux of the observed transition, Fpeak, is given in each panel, while the mean
rms is 0.016 Jy Beam−1 km s−1. All the data shown in this figure are from Cycle 3.
density model. Since changing the model opacity also reduces
the required amount of material in the model (Eq. 1), the total
optical depth of the model is not significantly changed, and the
sublimation radius is therefore not dramatically affected by dif-
ferent opacity models.
The spatial extents of the COMs (Fig. 7) were fitted with 2D
Gaussian profiles, from which the deconvolved major and minor
axes were found. The mean major axis is 0.2′′ with a 2σ devia-
tion of 0.1′′. The maximal spatial extents of the COMs emission
(0.2–0.3′′, i.e., 40–60 au) are consistent with the estimated ice-
mantle sublimation front of ∼ 50 au (Fig. 9), implying that the
COMs reside in the hot corino, which is dominated by rotational
motion.
Figure 7 shows that rotation profiles are also observed for
all strong COM lines, with the same North-South velocity gra-
dient as seen for CS J = 7–6 and H13CN J = 4–3 (Fig. 2).
We extracted the peak emission position in each channel for all
observed COM lines in the Cycle 3 data using imfit, but the
data were too noisy and the lines too blended for clear veloc-
ity profiles to be extracted, except for CH3OCHO. We defined
the emission center and rotation axis of CH3OCHO based on its
imfit data, as the CH3OCHO emission is slightly offset com-
pared to H13CN J = 4–3. This offset is, however, well within the
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Fig. 8: Distance vs. velocity plot of H13CN J = 4–3 and CS J = 7–6 imfit datapoints, using Cycle 3 data only, in linear scale
(top frame) and logscale (bottom frame). The velocities on the first axis are the velocity offset from the employed systemic velocity
(6.0 km s−1). The blue- and redshifted imfit datapoints of the CS J = 7–6 emission are shown in blue and red, respectively, while
the blue- and redshifted imfit datapoints of H13CN J = 4–3 are shown in green and orange, respectively. The vertical bars of
each datapoint represent the 1σ uncertainty. The (a) and (b) regions, with borders marked by vertical dashed lines, show which
datapoints were used for the fit. Only CS J = 7–6 datapoints are used for the fit in velocity region (a), since H13CN J = 4–3 data
at velocities below region (b) appear affected by the projected velocities from the emission edge. Only H13CN J = 4–3 datapoints
are used in velocity region (b), as the CS J = 7–6 emission appear affected by outflows in this region. The data diverging from the
model velocity profiles at low velocities, below velocity region (a), arise from the projected rotational gas motions at the edge of the
emission region, and are not used in the fit. Some CS J = 7–6 imfit results are lacking for v < 1.25 km s−1 due to heavy, global
absorption at low velocities. Both frames are overlaid with the best fit infall (black dashed line) and Keplerian velocity profile (black
full line) to the Cycle 3 data. The red solid line and the red dashed line show the best fit to the H13CN J = 4–3 imfit datapoints
with absolute velocities > 5.8 km s−1, using a Keplerian and infall velocity profile, respectively.
beam. Fig. 10 shows that the velocity profile of CH3OCHO is
consistent with the infall profile derived from the CS J = 7–6
and H13CN J = 4–3 Cycle 3 data.
The derived column densities of the COMs (Table 2) are
also in good agreement with the values found for COMs in
IRAS16293B both in an absolute and relative sense. That there
is a good agreement in an absolute sense, is likely because the
amount of material on small scales at high temperatures is com-
parable toward the two sources. The envelope masses are also
similar (4.4 M vs. 4 M) and while L483 is more luminous than
IRAS16293B (10.5 L vs. ∼3 L), IRAS16293B is surrounded
by massive amounts of disk-like material (Jacobsen et al. 2018),
which may explain the comparable amount of material at high
temperatures. The sulfur-species and HC3N show higher column
densities toward L483 than IRAS16293B, but whether this is a
chemical effect, or rather reflect different physical structures on
these scales, is unclear.
5. Discussion
The lack of an observable rotationally supported disk in L483
down to ∼15 au, and the presence of the COMs on scales of
40–60 au, have a number of important implications. In terms of
the system geometry, the position angle of our rotation profile
was 11◦, perpendicular to the outflow in the East-West direc-
tion. Our data show that L483 is undergoing a rotating collapse,
with a large-scale outflows consistent with earlier works and a
small inner region dominated by rotational motion (Fig. 7). The
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Fig. 9: Temperature distribution in the density solution to an infalling-rotating collapse model, with rc = 60 au, M∗ = 0.2 M, and
M˙ = 4.05 × 10−7 M yr−1 using only coagulated bare-grain opacities, assuming a gas number density of 106 cm−3. The density
contours in solid lines are logarithmically spaced, increasing towards the midplane (the x-axis), while the dust temperature contours
are in dashed lines.
infalling-rotating collapse continues down to at least 15 au in ra-
dius, with the outflows of L483 necessarily being launched very
close to the central protostar, in the absence of a disk > 15 au.
L483 shows some similarities with the Class 0 object B335,
as both YSOs have a lack of Keplerian disks, >15 au and >10 au,
respectively, and show very small amounts of dust in the in-
nermost region, 8.8×10−4 M vs. 7.5×10−4 M, for L483 and
B335 (Evans et al. 2015), respectively. Both objects contain a
hot corino (Imai et al. 2016), while the L483 hot corino radius of
40–60 au is likely larger than that of B335, estimated to be only
a few tens of au (Imai et al. 2016), due to its relatively low lu-
minosity of 0.72 L (Evans et al. 2015). B335, however, has low
levels of rotation in its infall, whereas L483 has a clear infall-
rotational signature (Figs. 2 and 7).
Oya et al. (2017) invoke a chemical transition at the centrifu-
gal barrier of L483, due to the abrupt transition in the physical
environment. They also speculate that NH2CHO and CH3OCHO
reside in an unresolved Keplerian disk, explaining the compact
emission they observe. Our data of emission from the same
molecules and the absence of a Keplerian disk down to a radius
of at least 15 au, however, illustrate that these species also re-
side in the infalling envelope. Also, these COMs, together with
the distributions of the other COMs, can be accounted for by the
release of molecules into the gas phase due to dust ice-mantle
sublimation by itself. They invoked a Keplerian disk model in-
side the centrifugal barrier to explain the compact, high-velocity
emission structure they observe out to ± 6 km s−1 in their PV
diagrams, as their rotating-collapse model alone could not ex-
plain this emission together with the more spatially extended
emission. However, they do not resolve the hot corino region
(0.2′′–0.3′′) in their observations. We find empirically, using the
peak emission position in each channel, that the compact high-
velocity CS J = 7–6 and H13CN J = 4–3 emission up to at least
± 5.8 km s−1, is best matched by an infalling velocity profile, not
a Keplerian one.
L483, interestingly, also exhibits a difference to some of
the more evolved protostars with larger disks. For example,
Lindberg et al. (2014) find very small levels of CH3OH toward
the Class 0/I protostar R CrA-IRS7B and the presence of a Ke-
plerian disk around this source. Based on a detailed line radia-
tive transfer analysis, they demonstrate that this lack of CH3OH
emission may reflect the low column density of the protostellar
envelope at the scales where material is being assembled into the
circumstellar disk. A similar situation is seen toward the Class I
protostar Oph-IRS67 in Ophiuchus. For this source, Artur de la
Villarmois et al. (2018) find a Keplerian disk to be present and
also do not see signs of any CH3OH down to low column den-
sities. In contrast, acetaldehyde was found towards the Class 0
object HH212 in Orion, where a tentative detection of a ∼ 90 au
Keplerian disk was made (Lee et al. 2014), though the abun-
dance could not be determined due to optically thick submil-
limeter continuum emission (Codella et al. 2016). More observa-
tions are needed to quantify the relationship between the COM
column density and abundance, and the presence of Keplerian
disks.
For sources with an extended disk, the mass budget is dom-
inated by the disk plane in the inner region. If the only source
of heating at these scales is the radiation by the newly formed
protostar, a significant amount of the material on small scales
may be relatively cold, causing molecules to freeze-out onto
dust grains and thus lowering the column density of COMs.
In contrast, for YSOs with smaller disks, the warm envelope
will dominate the mass budget on these scales. As pointed out
by Lindberg et al. (2014), in the picture of a simple rotating
collapse, an early stage hot corino without a sizable disk can
only exist for a limited time: the radius of the region with
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Fig. 10: Distance vs. velocity plot of CH3OCHO imfit datapoints, using Cycle 3 data only, in linear scale (top frame) and logscale
(bottom frame). The velocities on the first axis are the velocity offset from the employed systemic velocity (6.0 km s−1). The blue-
and redshifted imfit datapoints of the CH3OCHO emission are shown in blue and red, respectively. The data diverging from
the model velocity profiles at low velocities, below ∼ 4 km s−1, arise from the projected rotational gas motions at the edge of the
emission region. Both frames are overlaid with the best fit infall (dashed line) and Keplerian velocity profile (full line) to the Cycle 3
CS J = 7–6 and H13CN J = 4–3 data.
the COMs being present in the gas-phase increases with the
stellar mass as R100 K ∝ M0.5∗ , while the centrifugal radius
within which rotational support is greater than the gas pressure
(Terebey et al. 1984) grows as rc ∝ M∗. Thus, while the COMs
can be abundant in the infalling envelope in the early stage where
only a small Keplerian disk is present, the disk will grow more
rapidly than the hot corino region and thus suppress its emis-
sion, as the COMs are trapped in ices in the disk midplane.
The multitude of COMs in L483 and the lack of a Keplerian
disk down to at least 15 au, may therefore indicate that L483
is still in a chemical stage dominated by a warm inner enve-
lope. In this picture, assuming that we have a protostar lumi-
nous enough to create an observable hot region, it is possible that
these phenomena could be complementary, i.e., the presence of
hot corino chemistry would signify the presence of a small disk.
Similarly, sources with extended disks will show relatively small
amounts of methanol and more complex species present in the
gas phase. More observations relating the abundances of COMs
to disk sizes, are needed to confirm this picture.
6. Conclusion
We have presented ALMA Cycles 1 and 3 Band 7 high angular
resolution (∼ 0.1′′) observations of HCN J = 4–3, H13CN J = 4–
3, CS J = 7–6, and HCO+ J = 4–3 together with of a series of
complex organic molecules, towards the low-mass Class 0 object
L483.
– We fitted combined ALMA Cycles 1 and 3 observations, as
well as Cycle 3-only observations, of H13CN J = 4–3 and
CS J = 7–6 with two velocity profiles, Keplerian orbital mo-
tion and infall following angular momentum conservation.
We found that the observed kinematics strongly favors an in-
fall velocity profile. This result excludes the presence of a
Keplerian disk in L483 down to a ∼ 15 au radius.
– A range of complex organic molecules was observed with the
same rotational signature as H13CN J = 4–3 and CS J = 7–
6, from which a single clear velocity profile belonging to
CH3OCHO was extracted that follow the same infall profile
as H13CN J = 4–3 and CS J = 7–6.
– The emission of the observed complex organic molecules ex-
tends to ∼ 40–60 au radius, consistent with the derived sub-
limation radius of ∼50 au, where the molecules sublimates
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into the gas phase off the dust grains, suggesting that the
complex organic molecules exists in the hot corino of the
L483 envelope.
– The lack of a Keplerian disk down to at least a 15 au ra-
dius, and the presence of complex organic molecules in the
envelope at ∼ 40–60 au scales, reveal that the complex or-
ganic molecules in L483 exists in a chemical era before
the expected growing disk will dominate the chemistry and
possibly reduce the column densities of complex organic
molecules.
The ALMA telescope has facilitated observations of un-
precedented angular resolution of low-mass protostars, reveal-
ing the innermost regions of the early star-forming stages. The
exact timeline for the emergence of Keplerian disks, the chem-
istry of saturated complex organic molecules before and during
the disk era remains poorly understood due to the low number of
observations of such objects. With observations of more sources,
the coming years will reveal the evolution of complex organic
molecules and Keplerian disks on the smallest scales in nearby
star-forming regions and shed further light on their implications
for the formation of planetary systems.
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Fig. A.1: Extinction vs. distance for stars with reliable paral-
laxes from the Gaia-DR2 catalog within 1◦ of L483. The vertical
dashed lines indicate distances of 200, 225, and 250 pc, where
the extinction jumps significantly.
Appendix A: Distance of L483 from Gaia-DR2
measurements
As noted in the introduction, L483 has traditionally been associ-
ated with the Aquila Rift/Serpens region toward which it appears
in projection. Recent estimates of the distance toward the larger-
scale Serpens and Aquila environment based on VLBA and Gaia
Data Release 2 (DR2) parallax measurements (Ortiz-Leon et al.
2018), place those clouds at a distance of 436±9 pc, at odds with
the traditionally quoted distance toward L483 of 200 pc (Dame
& Thaddeus 1985).
To test whether the L483 is indeed also located at this far-
ther distance, we extracted the extinctions and parallaxes for all
stars within 1 degree of L483 from the Gaia-DR2 catalog (Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2018). Following Ortiz-Leon et al. (2018),
we only selected stars with reliable parallax following the cri-
teria described in Lindegren et al. (2018). Fig. A.1 shows the
extinction of each of these stars as function of distance. A sharp
increase in the extinction of the stars at a distance of 200–250 pc
is clearly seen, suggesting the presence of a cloud providing
a significant amount of extinction at this distance. Millimeter-
wavelength molecular line observations toward L483 (e.g., this
paper) only show the presence of one cloud component at a LSR
velocity of 5.0–5.5 km s−1. This suggests that L483 itself is at
this nearer distance of 200–250 pc and thus not associated with
the larger scale Serpens/Aquila cloud material. Also, the LSR
velocities of protostars in those larger-scale regions are found
to be 7.5–8.5 km s−1 (e.g., Hogerheijde et al. 1999; Kirk et al.
2013), another indication that L483 and these clouds are not
physically associated.
Appendix B: Figures and tables
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Table B.1: SED of L483. a 2MASS survey (Skrutskie et al. 2006), b Tóth et al. (2014), cYamamura et al. (2010).
Wavelength [µm] Flux [Jy] Flux uncertainty [Jy] Reference
1.25 5.39×10−4 1.08×10−4 2MASSa
1.63 9.14×10−4 1.83×10−4 2MASSa
2.19 3.15×10−2 6.3×10−3 2MASSa
3.35 9.34×10−3 3.00×10−4 WISEb
4.60 9.83×10−2 2.10×10−3 WISEb
11.56 3.76×10−2 7.00×10−4 WISEb
12.0 0.25 5×10−2 Strauss et al. (1990)
18.39 1.05 0.06 Akaric
22.1 2.49 0.04 WISEb
23.88 6.91 0.48 WISEb
25.0 6.92 1.384 Strauss et al. (1990)
60.0 89.1 17.8 Helou & Walker (1988)
65 92.4 5.1 AKARIc
90 87.4 4.0 AKARIc
102 166.0 20.0 Helou & Walker (1988)
140 150.0 7.0 AKARIc
160 156.0 7.0 AKARIc
350 31.0 6.2 Dotson et al. (2010)
450 15.0 2.0 Shirley et al. (2000)
800 1.98 0.02 Shirley et al. (2000)
1100.0 0.64 0.02 Fuller et al. (1995)
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Table B.2: List of transitions of identified species predicted to be significant in modeling in Fig. 6.
Species Transition Freq [GHz] log10 Aul [s
−1] Eu [K]
Main targeted lines
HCN 4–3 354.5055 −2.68 43
HCO+ 4–3 356.7342 −2.45 43
CS 7–6 342.8829 −3.08 66
H13CN 4–3 345.3398 −2.69 41
Other assigned lines
CH3OH 23−4,20 − 22−5,17 356.6272∗ −4.09 728
18−8,10 − 19−7,12 356.8749∗ −4.31 718
13CH3OH 40,4 − 3−1,3 345.1326∗ −4.08 36
41,3 − 30,3 354.4459∗ −3.89 44
32,12 − 123,9 356.8738∗ −4.10 244
CH2DOH 172,16 − 171,17 342.9357 −3.78 343
162,14 − 153,13 345.3989 −4.23 310
87,1/2 − 77,0/1 356.7367a −4.39 284
86,2/3 − 76,1/2 356.7961∗ −4.07 234
82,7 − 72,6 356.8997† −3.75 104
85,3/4 − 75,2/3 356.9051† −3.94 193
82,7 − 72,6 356.9147 −3.73 113
84,4/5 − 74,3/4 356.9324∗ −3.85 149
CH3OCH3 84,5 − 73,4 (AE/EE) ) 356.5753† −3.68 55
84,5 − 73,4 (AA) 356.5829† −3.68 55
84,4 − 73,4 (EE/EA) ) 356.5868† −4.20 55
84,5 − 73,5 (EE) 356.7130∗ −4.20 55
84,4 − 73,5 (EE) 356.7237† −3.83 55
84,4 − 73,5 (AA) 356.7245† −3.68 55
CH3OCHO 286,23 − 276,22 (A) ) 345.1480∗ −2.31 452
2810,19 − 2710,18 (E) ) 345.2482 −2.35 493
2813,15 − 2713,14 (E) ) 345.4610† −2.40 352
2813,15 − 2713,14 (A) ) 345.4670∗,† −3.31 352
289,19 − 279,18 (E) ) 345.4732† −2.34 481
2813,16 − 2713,15 (E) ) 345.4866∗ −2.40 352
289,20 − 279,19 (A) ) 345.5100? −2.34 481
2913,16 − 2813,15 (E) ) 354.3487 −2.45 556
330/1,33 − 320/1,32 (E/A) 354.6078∗ −2.55 293
287,21 − 277,20 (E) 354.6287 −2.29 461
2918,12 − 2818,11 (A) 356.5398∗ −2.55 471
2918,11 − 2818,10 (E) 356.5559 −2.55 471
2918,12 − 2818,11 (E) 356.5663b −2.55 471
296,24 − 286,23 (A) 356.6869? −2.36 469
2917,13/12 − 2817,12/11 (A) 356.7118c −3.34 448
2917,12 − 2817,11 (E) 356.7239d −2.52 448
2917,13 − 2817,12 (E) 356.7384a −2.52 448
2910,19 − 2810,18 (E) 356.7770? −2.41 510
2911,19 − 2811,18 (E) 356.8582? −2.41 524
2916,14/13 − 2816,13/12 (A) 356.9287 −3.32 426
2916,13 − 2816,12 (E) 356.9363 −2.50 426
2916,14 − 2816,13 (E) 356.9545 −2.50 426
C2H5OH 77,0/1 − 66,0/1, vt = 0 − 1 345.1739e −3.60 140
211,21 − 201,20, vt = 0 − 0 345.2293 −3.43 242
211,21 − 201,20, vt = 1 − 1 345.2954 −3.44 246
210,21 − 200,20, vt = 0 − 0 345.3334 f −3.43 242
210,21 − 200,20, vt = 1 − 1 345.4082 −3.44 246
203,17 − 192,17, vt = 0 − 1 354.3632? −3.31 245
CH3CHO 182,16 − 172,15 354.4577∗,g −2.80 375
190,19 − 180,18 354.5254 −2.80 377
NH2CHO 170,17 − 160,16 345.1813∗ −2.52 152
161,15 − 151,14 345.3254 −2.52 145
172,16 − 162,15 356.7138c −2.48 167
H2CS 100,10 − 90,9 342.9464 −3.22 91
HC3N 39 − 38 354.6975∗ −2.45 341
SO2 132,12 − 121,11 345.3385 f −3.62 93
269,17 − 278,20 345.4490 −4.12 521
104,6 − 103,7 356.7552 −3.48 90
Notes: †Blended with nearby transitions of same species (blending taken into account in synthetic spectrum). ∗ Transition shown in Fig. 7. ?Faint emission seen at frequency of transition
but blend with other unidentified transitions possible. aBlended with HCO+ 4–3 transition. bBlended with set of stronger CH3OCH3 transitions at 356.575–356.587 GHz. cBlended with
stronger CH3OCH3 transition at 356.7130 GHz. dBlended with set of stronger CH3OCH3 transitions at 356.723–356.724 GHz. eBlended with stronger NH2CHO transition at 345.1813
GHz. f Blended with H13CN J = 4–3 transition. gSynthetic spectrum cannot account for full observed line flux. Blending with unassigned line possible (see text). hBlended with HCN J = 4–3
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